
HONESTLY PLANKTON JUST WANTS TO DESTROY MONOPOLISTIC
CORPORATIONS AND THAT’S PRETTY ADMIRABLE

he’s figuratively and literally doing it for the little guy

stopping at nothing to secure the krabby patty formula

so he can redistribute the wealth throughout bikini bottom

and allow more working families the chance to make an honest living and burn institutional
hierarchical orders to the ground.

there’s something to be said about destroying the system, but i’m not equipped enough to talk
about that mostly because i’m pretty clueless when it comes to economics.

but you know what i am good at?

picking out the right hashtags to use on a selfie to ensure maximum exposure on social media.

did you see how many people liked the photo of us sharing a giant ice cream cone

under the moonlight

on the brooklyn bridge

with the caption: we were mint to be?

like 15.

i’m surprised the algorithm didn’t explode

right on the spot

after exposing its one and only weakness:

couples in love,

feeling hopeful after a first date

has gone well.



it’s truly a remarkable thing

if that mushy concept was actually real. suckers.



AFTER AN INTENSE GAME OF FU*K MARRY KILL WE COME TO THE
CONCLUSION THAT KEVIN FROM THE OFFICE WOULD BE AN AMAZING LOVER

of course

how could anyone pass up on this lovable teddy bear

especially since he would probably make ya a bowl of his

famous chili in the morning

while ya wait for the uber to arrive—

a real gentlemanly act, you say

which is rare these days.

lately though i can’t stop thinking about what being in a thruple with kevin from the office would
be like: probably not as good or as steamy as it seems in my head

since i have this irrational fear that you’ll end up loving him more than me

running away together during the middle of the night,

not even leaving a goodbye note on my pillow behind.

honestly i know this sounds stupid

and i know that

statistically speaking

it’ll probably never happen

but dammit

why would everything be easier if it actually did?

please don’t take this the wrong way.

i’m just thinking out loud,



that’s all. i promise.



ON DENYING THE HORRIBLE REALITY OF BEING A CORPORATE PENCIL-PUSHER
WHO KNOWS THAT =VLOOKUP IS A CROSS-FUNCTIONAL EXCEL TOOL THAT’S

ONLY USEFUL FOR SUPPRESSING ALL HOPES AND DREAMS

and perhaps i should learn to only focus on things that truly make me happy. like the first
christmas we spent together, wine drunk off gas station rosé, eating mcdonald’s naked on our
futon, just relaxing, not really doing anything important, as the water pipes in the bathroom
screeched over a tv rerun of elf, making it impossible to hear will ferrell slurp his candy-laced
spaghetti. i remember that night and how i stole your soggy fries and stuck them up my nose to
show you what i would look like if i had a virus that turned all my snot into potato wedges. at first
you said nothing. then, outta nowhere, you did the same exact thing. we laughed until none of it
made sense anymore and the french fries became too cold to eat. too bad all the videos from
that moment are now erased, forever lost on a digital cloud of technological nothingness,
or wherever that shit goes when it dies.

who knows.



MIGHT MESS AROUND AND CONFESS MY LOVE TO YOU IN THE POURING RAIN ON A
COLD FALL NIGHT

lol but this isn’t some big budget netflix romcom starring jake gyllenhaal, emma stone

and i can’t afford to be out in inclement weather without

health insurance these days

especially after my covid layoff—

that’s just plain stupid.

instead

i’ll probably play it safe

shoot you a last minute cancelation text

make a pot of trader joe’s sumatra

and furiously scour the facebook marketplace

until i find something that will make me happy for about .01 seconds,

like the elusive big stuff oreo that was discontinued in ‘91, even though its 10x circumference
was a thing of beauty.

i know this isn’t a healthy way to approach life, but serotonin is a sugar-coated drug that i
desperately need these days and i’ll do anything to get my lil’ fix.

besides it’s not like i’m out here getting super financially invested in hobbies in order to distract
my depression only to drop said hobbies a week later for another one that’ll probably suffer the
same fate.

oh wait.

i’m doing that too.

like subscribe and share my youtube page if you wanna see more of my skating tricks.

i’m thiiiis close to perfecting an ollie. watch out, punks.


